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New Public Interest Director
public service,"he

By Rick Biersbach
RGWriter

mately, I hope to create a strong, functioning

noted. "I saw this

program that will continue as self-sustaining

offer as an excit-

after I;m gone."

"The legal pro-

ing opportunity to

So far, Precht seems to be off to a good

fession is at a point

build up the pro-

start. His goals and plans for the near future

of crisis. We stand

gram and to be-

include the following:

at a fork in the road,

come an advocate

•

·

Promoting a sense of community among

facing the question

with i n the law

the various law-school groups dedicated to

of whether the law

school for public-

public service.

will become a busi-

service values."

scheduled a reception to honor those groups

ness, in which the

Having a s -

paramount factor is

sumedhis position

To this end, Precht has

on Friday, March 10 in Lawyer's Club
Lounge.

money, or will retain

only a month ago,

its status as a profes-

Precht already has

for a computer database devoted exclusively
to public service. The database, which will

sion, in which the

anaggressive plan

paramount factor is

for bolstering the

rendering service to

lawschool' s exist-

the public."
Precht, the new director of the law
school's public-in-

�

program.

Making the law school a regional center

s� DIRECTOR, p. 2

ing commitment

So says Robert

teres

•

�

to public service
and the opportu-

Robert Precht, UM's new Public l e

rector, left a thriving New Y.
come our muc
a'l
sen:ice valu

pubhc defender m
New York City for

'i'(f"E\i
r
�"i"q'to\yo dh Brennan.
l4\�\{

13 years, Precht also taught legal writing and

'fnft(_ff\Zf
law schools in New York. Whe�t!¥

appellate advocacy at Brooklyn

Michigan was on the lookout for a new public-

interest director, Precht was all too happy to
accept the challenge.
"Michigan is one of the few outstanding
law schools with a strong commitment to

e

!)! �f':
,
•·

•.

·

t

s

e

•

nities for students

a

·

which accompany

�

echt' s o�er.
archmg objecttve:

it.

"To create an atti-

. \J public service within

and to open up practical

sc

nues for expressing that attitude. VIti

Spring
Break-In
BySDTouma
RGWriter

A few unlucky law students returned

Drew Davs
f
�

By Chrysanthe Gussis
RGWriter

Drew Days, Solicitor General for the
United States, spoke to the University of

�igan

;ffionth.

Law School community last

In a talk that emphasized the

integrity of the Office, Days noted the
"tightrope"he walks negotiating in a world
that is heavily politicized.
"The important thing is not to get to the
point where we're making decisions on
political rather than legal grounds," re
marked Days.

''The Solicitor General

should not become a puppet of the Presi
dent."+

from Spring Break to fmd their South Divi
sion home burglarized.

A local parolee, supposedly wearing a
tether, a device that signals the police when
the wearer strays too far from home, had
been in the students' house for over a half
hour before entering an inhabited bedroom
at 5:30am.
Waking up,KevinDoyle, aUM graduate
student of architectural engineering, con
fronted the intruder, and after several peace
able attempts to convince the man to leave,
a small scuffle ensued. Kevin managed to
detain the man until the police arrived.
Before being confronted, the suspect,
well-dressed in a jogging suit and high-top
gym shoes, prepared his haul and ate a leiSee Break-In, p. 2
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DIRECTOR,
fromp.l

BREAK-IN
lifestyle."
On this last point, no one is more convinced

be known as the PBSA (Pro Bono Students

than Precht himself. In his latest and most

fromp.l
surely dinner. He ate a bag of potato chips,

drank a bottle of wine, took a bottle of

of America), will be designed to give stu

well-known case, he represented Mohammad

dents opportunities to do volunteerpro bono

Salameh, notorious for his involvement in the

champagne and a fifth of liquor for the

work in a variety of settings and under the

bombing of the World Trade Center.

road and removed three packages of

supervision of practicing attorneys. Once

"Representing an incredibly unpopular

the database is up and running, the Public

person in a frrestorm of hatred reinforced for

chicken breasts from the freezer.

In between courses, the suspect man

Interest Office will quickly generate lists of

me the importance of being a lawyer and of

aged to disconnect a TV and VCR and had

organizations compatible with any given

working for the social good," said Precht. "It

in his possession a remote control, pocket

student's schedule and areas of interest. The

was important to show that the federal criminal

idea, says Precht, is to allow students to

justice system could work in the face of such

tenants. All property was recovered, and

work at something they really want to do

overwhelming public opinion and that my

the items in the suspect's possession were

while getting practical training from law

client could receive vigorous representation

impounded as evidence pending a pre

yers experienced in the field.

from a federal public defender."

liminary hearing on March 9.

knife and Watchman TV belonging to the

Chris Maeso, one of the tenants and a

Holding a special skills-development

With such a strong commitment to public

workshop for students interested in public

service, it should come as no surprise that

recent December UM law grad, had been

•

service careers. The workshop is scheduled

Precht will continue to practice in one way or

taking the bar exam on the day of the

for Sunday, April 2. Experts on career op

another while in Ann Arbor.

break-in.

portunities in public service will be coming

member of the Michigan bar and the Federal

from New York to aid individual students in

Criminal Judiciary Act Panel, he hopes that his

A soon-to-be

constructing plans for the pursuit of public

career at Michigan will serve as an example of

interest jobs. The focus for frrst- and sec

the practicality of an active involvement in

ond-year students will be on work for sum

public service for all members of the legal

mer; third-year students will spend the after

profession.

noon learning how to deal with some of the

"I want to be a resource for students pursu

difficulties involved in finding a full-time

ing careers in frrms as well," stated Precht.

public-service position upon graduation.

"Lawyers who do not do some form of public

•

H<:>lding a financial-planning workshop

"Make sure you lock all the doors, and
when you talk to the police to recover your
things, it's not good to mention that Yale

.Kamisar would say that the search for the
Swiss Army knife violated the arrestee's
4th Amendment rights." +

service are simply less satisfied than those who

for students interest in public-service ca

do. At that point when your client thanks you

reers. "Many students contemplating public

for treating her or him like a real human being,

service are discouraged by the amount of

you'11 feel like a million bucks."

+

their loans and the
higher incomes of
their friends who
are going off to
firm jobs," ob
served

Another of the tenants, 2L Brad Miller,
offers advice for future vacationers.
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Flip The Bird
BySDTouma

A3 has nothing to do with the women's crew team seeking to
defend the America's Cup. No, A3 is Around Ann Arbor, which
describes some favorite A2 hang-out spots.
A3

is

de

signed to cor
rect

the

law

student's com
fortzone whose
radius, accord
ing to a recent
RG

Index ,

measures

a

mere .4 miles
around Hutch
ins Hall. Appar
ently, for law
students, going
to O'Sullivans
instead

of

Scorekeeper's
is a refreshing
change

of

pace.
Up first in

Tim Brockett, supported by his Organ Trio, tick
les the ivories at The Bird. Photos by Jon Brennan.

A3 isTh� Bird
of

Paradise

Jazz Club on

South Ashley.
The Bird, unfor-

tunately, is a well-kept secret. Local bands play Monday through
Wednesday, and Friday and Saturday feature regional and national
jazz favorites.

Sunday night features open

jam sessions.

Five dollars gets you in the

door on the weekend, the wine list provides a
good mix from which to choose, and drink
prices are reasonable. Shows start around
9:30p. m..
You don't need to be a jazz aficionado as
long as you dig the intimate setting. Select a
table away from the stage for conversation by
candlelight.
For a full evening stop at The Earle for
dinner or have a night cap at Del Rio's. Both
are next door to The Bird. The Earle features
rich French and Italian cuisine, a piano bar
and moderately expensive entrees. Del Rio's
is a cozy hole-in-the-wall bar with barely
enough light to see across the table.

It's

(in}famous for A2's largest tape collection
and a prime people-watching locale.

Del

Rio's has great selection of beers at good
prices. There's very little to do besides watch
Ann Arbor's interesting underworld and talk,
which makes it bad for those awkward first
date conversations, but otherwise, it's a great
escape from the tyranny of the Quad.
•

By Shawn Canter
Special to the RG
"What the hell is that kid doing in law
school?" wondered Professor JJ. White,
Master of Ceremonies of theLaw Revue and
Variety Show. White was referring to lL
David Hobbie who had just completed a
masterful violin performance ofPraeludium
and Allegro. White could just as easilybeen
referring to any of the performers in this
year's show, held this past February 15.
Hobbie and his fellow performers enter
tained a packed house at the Lydia Men
delssohn Theatre. With over 200 people in
attendance, theLawRevuegarnered a modest
thousand dollars, all of which goes to sup
port the Student Funded Fellowship pro
gram.
In his light-hearted yet Clint Eastwood

esque manner, White opened the show by
proffering a brief lecture on the shameless
and occasionally sordid history of the Law
Revue Show. After his short lesson, White
must have invoked the muses since what
followed was a conglomeration of brilliant
comedy, silky smooth jazz piano, delicate
yet daring classical violin, soulful rock, and
gorgeous vocals.
The comedic routines centered around

Iaw-school life.

caused so many

The 2L Royal

rumors.

Shakespearean

expose revealed

Their

Acting Troupe

that Professor

expos e d

the

Miller

innards

of

does u se the

"journal life" by

"staircase" tech

really

a

nique for grad

typical meeting

ing and thatPro

presenting

of "The J ouinal

f

ofLaw and Lei

Syverud's dart

e

s

s o r

Brian

board is suspi

Geon sang an

ciously labeled

sure. "

original, woeful

with A's, B's

ballad of Cyn

and C's.
Musically,

Stein

thia

hauser, an un

the

fortunate victim

enjoyed a smor

audience

of a great many

gasbord

torts.

sound.

Laurel

of
From

and

R o b e r t

Vez ner

Kimmeth's and

broughtback an

A n d r e w

old-time genre,

Anderson's

Queeno
Kris

the Vaudeville

powerful rendi

skit.

tion of "Some.

Zatz's

Karen
and

Maura Scott's

Laurel Queena and Kris Vezner yuk it up

Enchanted Eve

with a new take on vaudeville.

ning" to the toe-

i n v es tigative
video-journalism tore away the veil that has

tapping, hand
clapping rhythms of Senioritis, to the pow
erful and passionate voice of KimEaster,
the musical acts were all fantastic.
"I laughed, I cried. It was better than
'Cats,"' declared lL Lisa Preston.
The two acts most mentioned at the
post-performance party were David
Hobbie's maestro violin performance and
Professor Steven Croley's debut on the
jazz piano.
"You could just see him smoking a
cigarette and playing his favorites to the
regulars in a dark, smoke-filled jazz bar,"
commented Patrick Curley, a former
student of the piano-playing, strict-liabil
ity-crusading, fighter-plane-flying pro
fessor.
Glynn Washington, co-Master of
Ceremonies, capped off the evening by
singing"Mack theKnife" as the audience
showered Washington and the rest of the

Members of �rhe Journal of Law and Leisure� practice what they preach
in the Green Room.

cast in applause.

I

+

l

All Photos By Vicki Bajefsky.
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SFF Pledge
Campaign Enters
Final Week
By Chrysanthe Gussis

"Eggshell Psyche": Brian Geon tells us
what it's like to be a "walking timebomb.

Robert Kimmeth takes us

•

back to the "South Pacific. "

" Go o d

Enough":

Kim Easter croons a
little Sarah MacLaugh
lin, backed up by Sen
ioritis.

About 200
l a w s tudents
were

sober

enough to show
up and fork over
the cash in the
name ofSFF.

Professor J.J. White cracks a joke, and a
faculty ego or two.

RGWriter
The Student Funded Fellowship fun
draising campaign begins its fmal push
this week. SFF supports students in
summer public-interest work with $2,500
grants.
"Now is when it's really important for
people to get out and pledge," encouraged
Susan Mosser, SFF campaign chair.
Last year, the campaign met its goal of
$50,000 and awarded 57 grants.
"We're hoping to match, at least, or
exceed that amount this year," said Mos
ser.
This year, SFF has set its sights on
raising $60,000. To date, pledges total
just under $12,000, about where the
campaign was last year at this time.
"Student support has been slow, but
should pick up toward the end," noted
Mosser.
Faculty support has been strong.
The annual Auction is set for March
16. This year, for the first time, faculty
members will be doing the actual auction
ing. A wide variety of donations are
expected. +
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The Res Gestae Index
By Miranda Nye, Stacey Sternberg and Marc Schuyler Reiner

Average age of albums reviewed by Res Gestae, in months: 11
Average time before audience at Law Revue realized that the"Some Enchanted Evening"
performance was not a spoof, in seconds: 90
Number of professors who referred to the Res Gestae Index in class: 1
Number of people who have asked Jim Greiner for his autograph in the past two weeks: 23
Number of people who thought Jim would fmd this

really funny: 22

Number of times Professor Seligman has complained about writing the teacher's manual to his
text: 4
Total amount of pity felt by his EO class, in grams: 0.5
Probability of class-action suit by lame-duck Junior Clerks based on potential lost earnings as
Senior Judges, in percentage: 14
Number of words in the English language that change pronounciation when its first letter is
capitalized: 1
Amount of humiliation suffered by Professor Miller as a result of J.J. White mocking the
reportedly large age disparity between Miller and his wife at the Law Revue, in furlongs: 6
Number of federal judges who either bungee-jump or date William Rehnquist: 2
Percent of federal judges who, given the choice, would rather bungee-jump: 99
Percent of law students using Gilbert's outlines: 54
Percent of law students using Feder's outlines: 75
Number of law-school classes with a midterm, pop-quizzes, and vocabulary lists: 1
Percent chance homeroom requirement will be added to that class: 69
Average age of mock jurors for Trial Practice class: 15
Average age of incoming Torts professors: 25
Number of law students named Jason petitioning The Academy to add new award for Best
Supporting Factor (in a dramatic role): 1
Percent of women at Mardi Gras in New Orleans who displayed their breasts in response to
male requests: 70
Percent of women at Mardi Gras in Ann Arbor who displayed their disgust in response to
similar male requests: 87
Percent of undergraduate men who sport South Carolina baseball hats: 64
Rank of "Excuse to wear the word 'COCKS' on their person" as reason for wearing said hats: 1
Amount of good will felt toward SFF before fundraising campaign, in bushels: 38
Amount of good will felt toward SFF after fundraising campaign, including posters warning
Law Firm summer associates that they risk Eternal Damnation, in pecks: 0.8
Number of people who think Mindy Nye is Jewish: 6
Number of Nager look-alikes spotted in Acapulco: 3
Number of tanning sessions sold to law students before break to"start a base": 154
Number of tanning sessions sold to law students the Sunday before classes restarted: 103
N. Wiesen's nink: of"1-Hour Martinizer" as place to hunt for husband: 3
Number of times videotape of last week's Melrose Place would reach to the moon and back if
spread end to end: 13
Average total inches moved by Patrick Schmitter during a 55-minute class: 0.8
Total number of law students who belong to the Flaming Lips fan club: 1
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First Annual The Final Excuse:

Spring Love-In
Even Better Than the Journal
By Jason

Frank

good, the type of Love-In that could get us

I spent my first semester of law school

Cautionary Tale

A

This little gotcha story was dumped in

RG pendaflex.

the

We reprint it, with

amendments apropos of locale, only be
cause we have space to flU.

our own sitcom on Fox.

trying to re live my undergrad years by hang

Consider the benefits. So the law school

ing with my fifth-year senior friends. So this
semester, as I become gradually more in

wants to use phone-a-thons to attract pro
spective law students? Wait till they see the

who

volved with the law-school social scene, I can

applications after this. No longer will stu

quizzes,

offer the objective insight of an outside ob

dents have to use lines like, "Really, you

that going into the final they had

server. And after careful analysis, I have to

hate Case Club too?" or "Want to see my

solid A's.

One

year there were these two

lL's who were taking property and

say that as a

did

fident

describe us law

(even

that

students are:
Re -

going

the

though

all

before

the

the
such

finals

Property

final

was on Monday) , they decided to go

-...,

up

to

MSU

and

friends.

For the first
time in our lives,

hangovers

and

and

overslept

all

a great time.

didn't

make

the same place,

School

until

at

ing.

same

time, and both

party

with

some

So they did this and had

women a r e at
the

on

etc.,

into the final exam

weekend

pression."

men

well

midterms,

These two friends were so con

group, the two
best words to

"Sexual

pretty

Rather

However, with their
everything,
day

it

back

early

than

they

Sunday
to

Monday

taking

the

final

t

then,

Law

morn

� found Professor
afterward 5a:n-d explained why

at their se:xual
peaks, but be

and

UM

Bonk
they

cause of the

missed it.

ca mp-like at

went up to MSU for the weekend, and

mosph ere
this

of

had planned to come back in time

school

to study, but were instead cursed

("Which cabin
did you sneak
to last night, P
or G?"), every
one seems too
afraid to act o n
their

They told him that they

with a flat tire on the way back.
They

We came, we thaw: ln thewinter months ,theQuad is as
dormant as its inhabitants . All that could change with a
spring love-in. Photo by Vicki Bajefsky.

didn't

have

a

spare

and

couldn't get help for a long time.
So, unfortunately, they were late
getting back to campus.
Bonk thought this over and then

u rges .

agreed

This gives rise

that

they

could

take

the

final on the following day.

to the out-of-state girlfriend/boyfriend phe

Learned Hand?"

nomenon, where that girl/boy who smiled at

concerns, but everyone will use protection.

you at The Gap this summer suddenly be

And as far as pregnancy goes, can you

Sure, there are health

The

lL's were elated.
They

studied

that

night,

and

the next morning, Bonk placed them

comes your phone fiance/e just so you can re

imagine the high-powered offspring the union

in separate rooms and handed each

characterize your sexual drought as your

of some of our most acclaimed gunners

of

untiring fidelity.

would produce?

them to begin.

them

a

test booklet and

told

They looked at the

The Law School Student Senate hasn't

Now, some of you are saying I only came

been ignoring the problem. There have been

up with this idea because I got a Supercuts

which was something simple about

so many "bar nights" that my liver now thinks

haircut, more often than not forget to shave,

adverse possession and easements.

it's qualified to teach Property. The problem

and broke up with my girlfriend at Mardi

is we are not being honest about what these

Gras. But I'm telling you, I'm offering this

first question, worth ten points,

"Cool," they thought.

"This is

going to be easy."

"bar nights" are supposed to be. So I suggest

idea solely for the good of the school. If we

that on the fourth Thursday of this month, we

, don't do something to relieve people's stress,

all assemble in the courtyard and have the

I fear Matt Wilks might climb up the clock

unprepared, however, for the final

first annual Law School Love-ln.

tower and start shooting at crowds.

question.

I'm not talking no '60's "We're bringing a

So talk to your LSSS representative to

message of Peace" Love-in, but Generation

day, and let's make the Law School Love-In

X-style, meaningless and just because it feels

a reality.+

They finished that question and
then turned the page.

They were

It said:

"(90 points)
•

Which tire?"
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Weekend Party Predictions
Princesses Without

a

Country

the upcoming weekend festivities.

Check

how accurate we are!

•

Brian Gonzales (2L) will fail to put on

underwear.

Tanned and well-rested from their week
in Trial Practice (a.k.a. "James Madison
Week"), the Princesses are back to dish the

•

Josh Wrobel (3L) will get naked at his

hot-tub party.

Vin Goceljak (3L) will take over the T.V.
in the Lawyer's Club.
•

Spring Break gossip.
Some things we've heard are far too

•

Dan Curth (3L) will hit on an undergrad

scandalous for a wholesome paper such as

(well, we wanted to make sure at least ONE

the RG, but we have heard that the price of

of our predictions would be right).

oregano has gone up in the Bahamas this
year. We also heard that 3L Dan Curth's

•

•

•

Dave Lansky (2L) will wear purple.

Some snippy first-year will say, "How

come the Princesses only talk about the
same people every week?"

legendary charm seems to be fading, at least
in the i nternational arena. Anyway, we are

Jeff Spalding (2L) will sit home alone
and drink a 6-pack of Zima.

•

Jim Greiner(3L) and Dave Sutphen (3L)

pretty sick of all you tan people who just

will again share a romantic kiss at the Prin

happen to be wearing white T-shirts-we

cesses' Second Annual Dare Party.

•

isner

At some point this weekend, Dean Re

(1 L) will pass out on the Princesses'

couch.

hope you peel.
The Princesses' social calendars are
looking quite full for the upcoming weekend,

•

Shelley Bennett (3L) will NOT eat dog

biscuits on our living room floor this year.

•

Tom Ensign

(1 L) will go to the library.

which is unfortunate considering that our
column deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m. So, in
the spirit of Jeanne Dixon, the Princesses

•

Dave Schwartz (3L) will finally perfect
Well, that's all we can think of for this

his pool stance.

column. Ta ta! +

have decided to make a few predictions for

l'ltose Damn Professors
Doctor G

tortious behavior . . . they should have never

When I was a young lad, my grandmother

canceled L.A. Law . . "and on it went. Stifling

emphasized the importance of polite behav

.

ior. She said she didn't want me "growing up

Whist I recently studied in the reading
room, a gaggle of professors strolled past.
Did they bother to maintain the tenuous

to be some kinda freak." As grandmothers

What is it about becoming a

decorum of the place and keep their nonsen

law professor at the University

sical diatribes to a dull whisper?

of Michigan that bestows the

No, they didn't
Instead, they walked through the middle
of a study area bellowing at the top of their
lungs. Not being a professor in the law
myself, I was annoyed that the precious few
moments I did take out to look at a book was
interrupted by these blowhards. Neverthe

privilege of hollering in quiet
areas? What other little rules do
the rest of us follow that these
persons don't think apply to
them? Do they kick babies?

less, thinking perseverance the better part of
valor, I resumed my perusal of the legal
tome.
Not five minutes had past and the pack of
professors returned again for another pass.
Each sputtered his own legal monologue
quite oblivious to the monologue being sput
tered by his colleague.

They weren't com

municating with each other. They weren't
communicating with me.

They were just

making noises chock-full of phrases from
their equally indecipherable lectures.
"Might incur fiduciary standing . . . strict
scrutiny standards dictate . . . naturalized

do, she had a sure-fire method of enforcing
her dictates.
She fondly called it "ass-whupping."
Were I to go into a library bellowing at the
top of my lungs, I would speedily receive an
ass-whupping of biblical proportions. And
you can bet I wouldn't make that mistake
twice.
That's the problem with these professors.
Were you or I to inflict behavior as obnoxious
as theirs on people who pay 25iJrand for the
privilege, you too would likely receive an ass

my rage, I started wondering.

whupping.
But the status of professor seems to

Who are these people?

come with its own get-out-of-ass-whupping

And why would they bellow in the middle

free card. I humbly suggest that things might

of a study area?

go a lot smoother around here if more people

What is it about becoming a law professor

lived in fear of getting the ass-whupping they

at the University of Michigan that bestows

so justly deserve. Remember (because I
don't want to end up in a cell next to Jake

the privilege of hollering in quiet areas?
What other little rules do the rest of us

Baker) I am not advocating that anyone go

follow that these persons don't think apply to

out and whup their professor's ass.

them? Do they kick babies? Do they blow

merely suggesting that one shouldn't not

I am

their noses on their hands? Do they conde

whup someone's ass simply because the

scendingly pat people on the foreheads?

individual is a professor. +

